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Colorado has several gaming venues that range from
intimate parlors to luxurious resorts, such as those in
Central City and Black Hawk. Less than an hour’s scenic
drive from Denver, both have done an excellent job of
incorporating casinos and gaming with its historic gold
mining origins. Farther south, Cripple Creek, another
gold-mining-turned-gambling town, is tucked in the
mountains an hour from Colorado Springs.
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GAMING IN COLORADO: Then and Now
By Roger M. Morris and Sean M. McGuinness

A

s the gaming industry proliferates, it also evolves. In
Jurisdictions such as Colorado, which have permitted
casino gambling for more than twenty years, material
changes to the gaming paradigm have occurred; these
changes reflect the impact gaming has had in both the private
and public sectors of society. Also, in terms of an economic
driving force, legalized gaming has grown from Goldilocks to
Godzilla. Vast amounts of investment dollars are at work each
day in the gaming industry in Colorado. It is therefore critical
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that investors, the public, gaming employees and management, and industry cognoscenti become informed about the
past and present nature of Colorado gaming including the
regimen of regulation by the Colorado Gaming authorities.
Awareness of what has changed can help in predicting what
can change in the future.
The authors are hopeful that their summary of Colorado
gaming assists in fostering such awareness.

Colorado was one of a handful of states at the
front of the pack when gaming expansion in the
United States started in the early 1990s. Subsequent to Colorado’s entry as a gaming jurisdiction,
several other gaming jurisdictions came online.
Many of these other jurisdictions did not have the
“limited gaming” moniker that has been associated
with Colorado over the years. That said, there have
been recent developments that have transformed
Colorado into a jurisdiction with larger facilities
than originally envisioned. This article first outlines
the history of gaming in Colorado, then addresses the
scope of the industry today in Colorado. Finally,
the article discusses a unique aspect of Colorado’s
regulatory structure that allows applicants to file
and go through the investigatory process without
necessarily having a firm transaction in place.
Cripple Creek

Origins of Colorado Gaming

In November 1990, the qualified voters of the State of
Colorado voted in a statewide general election to approve an amendment to Article 18, section 9, of
the Colorado Constitution to permit limited-stakes
gaming in three mountain towns: Cripple Creek,
Black Hawk, and Central City. That amendment legalized the games of poker, blackjack, and slot machines in licensed casinos located only in the
designated commercial districts of those three cities.
The amendment also limited bets to a maximum of
$5 each. Significantly, however, the amendment left
it to the General Assembly to determine which state
agency would be charged with the responsibility to
regulate limited-stakes gaming in Colorado.
Shortly after the constitutional amendment was

“

From these humble
beginnings the Colorado
gaming industry and its
regulatory counterparts
(CDOG and the Commission)
have grown significantly.
As of June 2013, there were
thirty-six licensed casinos
in the three mountain towns
and approximately 14,405
gaming devices.

”

approved, legislation was introduced into the
Colorado House of Representatives and the Colorado
Senate. This legislation sought to create a regulatory
framework for the oversight of gaming in
Colorado. After numerous hearings, and with
the suggestions and testimony of the gaming
industry, the Colorado Chiefs of Police, the
Colorado Sheriffs Association, the District
Attorneys Association, the Governor of Colorado,
and various departments of state and local governments, the General Assembly, in May 1991,
passed the Limited Gaming Act of 1991 (“Gaming Act”). That Act provided for oversight of
gaming in the state to be provided by a fivemember Colorado Limited Gaming Control
Commission (“Commission”), appointed by the
Governor, and with the assistance of a new
full-time agency named the Colorado Division
of Gaming (“CDOG”). CDOG was established as a
new Division within the existing Colorado
Department of Revenue.
CDOG was organized without the benefit of
legislative funding and consequently began its operations in a long-abandoned state drivers licensing
facility. CDOG’s forms were drafted and policy
decisions undertaken, which served as the foundation
for the regulation of the gaming industry, once the
gaming legislation was agreed-upon by the General
Assembly. Indeed, even before the final version of the
Gaming Act had been promulgated and the Commission appointed, CDOG began work on potential regulations that would be necessary for the successful
implementation of gaming in Colorado. Those regulations provided the framework for gaming
operations and set forth the multiple responsibilities
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that would be required for every gaming
license. Colorado’s licensing scheme initially
consisted of the following types of gaming
licenses for businesses: slot machine manufacturer and distributor; operator; and retail
gaming (casino). Additionally, individuals
were eligible to hold support and key
employee licenses. On the opening day of
gaming in October 1991, there were nine
licensed casinos.
The Gaming Act and the related
regulations together provided additional
duties and responsibilities for gaming
licensees. Among such requirements is the
mandate that every casino adopt a comprehensive system of internal control procedures. These procedures provide a minimum
set of standards for accounting and for
maintenance of effective internal controls;
the complete set of such standards for each
casino is commonly known as the Internal
Control Minimum Procedures (“ICMPs”).
From the outset, Colorado also had
great concerns about preserving the integrity
of the gaming industry in the state. The
Commission and CDOG determined that
one of their most important tasks was to
investigate the fitness of applicants for gaming licenses in a thorough and equitable
manner. CDOG was tasked with the primary
job of investigating applicants for licenses,
and CDOG hired experienced investigators, provided training in suitability investigations, and developed standards for the
examination of applicants’ backgrounds—
whether such applicants were from the
United States or from anywhere else in the
world. Borrowing knowledge and expertise from Nevada, New Jersey, and South
Dakota, forms and protocols for applicants
were rapidly developed and licenses expeditiously processed. Colorado thus gained a
reputation as having a thorough but fair
gaming investigatory agency with law
enforcement and intelligence relationships
around the globe.

Colorado Gaming Today

From these humble beginnings the Colorado
gaming industry and its regulatory counterparts (CDOG and the Commission) have
grown significantly. As of June 2013, there
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Licensing in Colorado

“

Because of Colorado’s
reputation for thorough and
accurate investigations,
other gaming jurisdictions
performing their own
background checks often
give substantial weight to
the results of any Colorado
investigation. This can
result in faster licensing
timing elsewhere.

”

were thirty-six licensed casinos in the three
mountain towns and approximately 14,405
gaming devices. Due to a 2008 constitutional amendment, the $ 5 limit was
raised to $100. Additionally, gaming is
now permitted twenty-four hours per day,
seven days per week. Equally significant is
the fact that the menu of available casino
games has been expanded, by constitutional
amendment, to include the games of craps
and roulette, as well as the initially-authorized (in 1991) games of poker, blackjack, and
slot machines.
The expansion of the gaming industry
to include gaming around the clock, bet
limitations of $100 per bet, and the addition
of craps and roulette, have necessitated
additional personnel and expertise for the
proper oversight of these operations by
CDOG. Today, CDOG employs approximately ninety-one persons. Those employees are divided into seven different sections:
Accounting; Administration; Audit; Investigations, Licensing, Technical Systems
Group and Field Operations. CDOG
further divides its work among three different office locations: one location each in
Golden, Black Hawk/Central City, and
Cripple Creek.

In many jurisdictions, as in Colorado, a
comprehensive background investigation is
required prior to any form of gaming licensure. Depending upon a number of variables,
including the size and experience of the
organization applying for licensure, CDOG
may require six months to a year, or more, to
process an application for a license. That
time-frame probably is somewhere in the
middle of the pack when comparing licensing times among recognized gaming jurisdictions. That does not, however, mean that
potential license applicants must wait until a
final contract or arrangement to own or
operate a casino has been worked out before
the applicants can get the six-month-to-ayear licensing process underway. Unlike
many other jurisdictions, not all of
Colorado’s licenses are property-specific: the
Operator license and the individual key and
support licenses “float.” This fact permits the
diligent license applicant to get its application “in the queue” ahead of time and reduces
the dead time in the application process.
Colorado provides for an “Operator”
license for potential slot route operators,
including casinos who may desire such privileges. For this license, as for key employee
and support licenses, there is no requirement that the applicant possess or control
any real property. Consequently, those companies who wish to obtain a head start in
the licensing process should consider applying for an Operator license while they are
still investigating gaming opportunities in
Colorado and elsewhere. Once this license
has been approved, the subsequent application for a retail gaming (casino) license
becomes much quicker and easier to
process—the applicant background investigation has already been done. In addition,
because of Colorado’s reputation for
thorough and accurate investigations, other
gaming jurisdictions performing their own
background checks often give substantial
weight to the results of any Colorado investigation. This can result in faster licensing
timing elsewhere. For these reasons, a number of European and domestic gaming companies have chosen Colorado as their entry
point into gaming in the United States. ♣

